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Fosmire (Purdue), Jon Jeffryes (Univ. of MN), Lisa Johnston (Univ. of MN), Megan Sapp Nelson 
(Purdue), Dean Walton, (Univ. of OR), Brian Westra (Univ. of OR), Sara Wright (Cornell) 
 
Background 
A PI with whom you’ve worked in the past approaches you with an interest in developing data management 
training for her lab group. The PI heads a biological physics / physical chemistry research team with mostly 
PhD students. Students work on their own projects, and the group collaborates with others in the Chemical 
Biology department.  The group meets bi-weekly to discuss recent related publications and any team-wide 
issues. Department-wide seminars occur monthly, but special seminars can also be arranged. The PI wants 
you to work with the team and encourages all team members to participate, but there are limits on time since 
this is a very busy group (little to no time for interviews, and several hours for implementing solutions/training). 
 
The research team 
The research team is composed of the PI, one lab technician, one postdoc, four graduate students, and one 
undergraduate. They also collaborate with researchers from the Chemical Biology department, and from other 
labs at other universities. 
 
Research summary 
They study physical interactions of proteins (specifically light-reactive proteins) and develop tools using small 
angle x-ray scattering to observe these interactions. Research is primarily funded through NSF grants, and you 
have helped the PI prepare data management plans in the past. 
 
Potential areas of need 
It is very important to the researcher that the refined data (i.e. protein crystal structures) is available and is 
linked to publications for context. Protein crystal structures are deposited in a disciplinary repository so that the 
data can be used by researchers in other disciplines. However, the data that are published represent a very 
small fraction of the data that are generated throughout the project. Unpublished data are important to the lab 
group, but are not appropriate for sharing due to the highly specialized nature of the data and the high potential 
for misinterpretation and misuse without the group’s specialized knowledge. It is important that the total sum of 
the data generated by the lab (by students and staff) be organized and maintained internally, and the 
researcher would like your help in creating materials to share with graduate students to aid that process. The 
total sum of data generated by the lab does not exceed available resources for storage, but the researcher 
noted ongoing needs to secure raw data (so that it is only accessible to the lab group) and keep it preserved 
indefinitely for the group’s internal use. Another issue that the PI was concerned about is file naming within the 
lab. File names are intended to reveal the most relevant information – for instance, the protein sample used, 
the conditions of the experiment, timing information, and any other qualifiers or parameters. However, every 
person in the lab approaches naming files slightly differently, so it might not always be obvious how to interpret 
a file name. In the ideal situation, there would be an agreed-upon naming scheme in the lab, but the PI notes 
that it might be challenging to come up with one naming scheme to fit all of the different experiments done in 
the lab. 
 
The types of files that this team generates  
Raw data is primarily proprietary image files specific to instrument used (somewhat like TIF format); Matlab; 
ATSAS (European Molecular Biology Lab software for small angle x-ray scattering data analysis to determine 
protein interactions); PDB (Protein Data Bank) formatted files for deposit into disciplinary repository. 
